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Welcome back my friends, to the show
that never ends. Before we have the
judges come out and explain the rules,
we'd like to open with a statement about
comic books in general. If you use it as a
guideline, you'll never be  unhappy...

ONLY BUY COMICS THAT YOU
READ AND ENJOY!

We cannot stress that highly enough.
Comics are an entertainment medium,
and, as such, must provide you with
entertainment for your dollar. Especially
in these days of price increases and over-
hyped title launches, it is important for
you, as a fan, to vote with your
pocketbook. Regardless of our personal
tastes and recommendations to y'all you
should immediately quit reading any title
that you don’t actively enjoy! Stop
buying a comic just to keep your
collection complete, and stop buying it if
you are "waiting for it to get better.” All
we want is for you to be happy, and to
always feel that you are getting value for
your dollar. ‘Nuff  said?

Now we'd like to talk about the rules of
this Sub system:

1. You fill out a subscription update
form every month. The deadline to turn
in your form is printed on the front of the
form. You must also come in at least once
a month to pay for and clear out your
books. Exceptions can be made if, for
example, you are going out of town, but
you must inform us, in writing (any note
will do), to insure no interruption of your
service. If you do not pick up your books
during the month for which they were
ordered, we will not hold them for you to
pick up late unless you give us written
instructions to do so.

2. You must make a deposit and keep an
up-to-date deposit form on file with us.
You can make the deposit either with: 1)
An executed verified credit card form
(with the amount to be filled in should you
fail to pick up your books), or 2) a cash

deposit of $5.00 or 50% of the value of
your order, whichever is greater. Please
note that this deposit will be applied to any
outstanding amounts you owe us for
books that you have not picked up within
the required time. If the deposit amount is
not sufficient, we may require you to pay
the balance due before accepting any
other subscription form requests.

3. If you mark it, you buy it. We base our
orders on some items very closely to your
choices, and will hold you to it.
Submitting a sub-form is an explicit
contract. Of course, if we make an error
pulling your books, you may throw it
back. You may tell us BEFORE a book is
placed in your box that you wish to cancel
it, but once it makes it into your slot,
you’re obligated to purchase what you
ordered.

4. We can only guarantee your order if
you get it to us before the deadline,
which is marked on the cover of the form.
This especially pertains to any limited
item. After this date, we will make every
effort to fill your order, but can no longer
assure it. This is generally not a problem
with most titles.

5. Please don't forget to put your name
on your form. Forms without names go
instantly into the garbage.

6. For your own sake, take your time
when you fill out the forms. Make sure
you read the New Comics section for info,
and ask us any specific questions you may
have. We strongly urge you NOT to
complete the form at the store. Do it at
home where you can take some time to
consider your choices.

7. By turning in a form, you create a
legal obligation to pay for and pick up
the books you chose. Just because you
aren't paying for them right now, don't let
your eyes get bigger than your
pocketbook. It might behoove you to add
up your choices, and make certain you can
afford them in your budget. By signing

and delivering to us the subscription form,
you agree to pay for and pick up all books
ordered. By signing the deposit form and
paying us the deposit, you agree to allow
us to use the deposit to cover the price of
any books you do not pick up!

We only have a limited amount of room
on the sub form , however we will happily
order any item out of the distributor’s
catalog that you desire. Diamond
Previews lists hundreds of products that
we haven't the room for, and gives much
more in-depth descriptions of titles. All
special orders have the same deadline as
the subscription form, and may be subject
to a further deposit (though that's very
rare!)

Thousands of more products are
available each month and can be looked
at in Diamond’s PREVIEWS catalog
online:
https://www.previewsworld.com/
Catalog

You can also find each week’s new
releases at:
https://www.previewsworld.com/
NewReleases

As well as a listing of what is on “final
order cutoff” each week, including all of
the variant covers and stuff like that –
remember we do not order rack copies
of variant covers in most cases unless
there are orders placed in advance!
https://www.previewsworld.com/
FinalOrdersDue  ]

Thems the rules! If you have any
questions, or need any clarifications
whatsoever, please feel free to directly
contact owner Brian Hibbs at:

brian@comixexperience.com
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Avery Hill Publishing
Alone in Space: A Collection HC: Tillie
Walden is back with three longform comics,
and early sketches and comics published in the
Atlantic that shot her to fame! Written & drawn
by Tillie Walden. 324 pages for $32.95

Black Mask Studios
Everfrost #1: Van Louise retired to the ice
coast so she could quietly find a way off planet.
Before long
she’s able
to biohack a
d e a d
leviathan to
orchestrate
p a s s a g e
away into
t h e
u n i v e r s e ,
but her
plans are
about to get
chewed up
by a
moun t ing
w a r
between the

Warlords and the Blooms. And on the horizon,
a family reunion with her son, who she hasn’t
seen since he died in her arms. Written by Ryan
K. Lindsay with art from Sami Kivela. 32
pages for $3.99

Boom! Studios
Basilisk #1: Five individuals bound by a
hivemind known as Chimera terrorize small
towns with their horrifying supernatural sense-
based powers, leaving death and destruction in
their wake. One of them, Regan, manages to
escape, but is overcome with guilt--until a
victim from her past forces her to hunt down
the other four. Written by Cullen Bunn with
art from Jonas Scharf. 32 pages for $3.99

Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Tea Time #1:
WHO WATCHES THE WATCHER? Giles is
now a vampire, which could lead to trouble for
the gang, since, you know, he KNOWS
EVERYTHING EVER. Written by Mirka
Andolfo with art from Siya Onn. 40 pages for
$7.99

Eighty Days OGN: Jay wants nothing more
than to fly the skies in perfect solitude with
perfect freedom...at least, until he crosses paths
with a mysterious thief named Fix whose tricks
and charms draw him into the struggle against
the looming aviation guild to which Jay owes
his very being. Written & drawn by AC
Esguerra. 336 pages for $24.99

Good Luck #1 (of 5): In a universe where
Luck is quantifiable, everyone is supposed to
be born with at least a little bit. The
Unfortunates, though, have absolutely none,
and now they’re the only people who can save
the world that’s been mysteriously plunged

Aftershock
Bunny Mask #1: Sealed in a cave before the
dawn of man, and now released by a madman,
Bunny Mask walks our world once more. But
what does she want to do with her unnatural
powers? And what’s her connection to Bee
Foster, a young girl murdered by her father 14
years ago? Written by Paul Tobin with art from
Andrea Mutti. 32 pages for $4.99

Out of Body #1: When Dan Collins finds his
life hanging by a thread, he must use astral
projection to figure out who tried to kill him.
And who is the beautiful mystic who tries to
help him? Why does August Fryne want his
soul and what does it have to do with the
demon who seems to be...Dorian Gray? An
occult detective thriller for the ages. Written
by Peter Milligan with art from Inaki Miranda.
32 pages for $4.99

Seven Swords #1: Weary and jaded
D’Artagnan is drawn into a final conflict with
the wicked Cardinal Richelieu, but he can’t
defeat these infernal enemies alone. He’ll need
to join forces with seven iconic swashbuckling
heroes: Don Juan, Cyrano de Bergerac, Captain
Blood, and more. Written by Evan Daugherty
with art from Riccardo Latina. 32 pages for
$4.99

Avatar Press
Providence Compendium: Alan Moore’s epic
finally collected in one 480 page tome! A
reinvention of Lovecraft’s works through
historical events, both a sequel and prequel to
Neonomicon. Written by Alan Moore with art
from Jacen Burrows. 480 pages for $29.99

By Zoe Hu
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into chaos. Written by Matthew Erman with
art from Stefano Simeone. 32 pages for $3.99

Power Rangers Unlimited: Edge of
Darkness #1: Answering Zordon’s call, the
Phantom Ranger investigates the aftermath of
an Empyreal attack. He soon discovers their
connection to an ancient evil he battled long
ago, which may have finally returned to
threaten the entire universe. Written by Frank
Gogol with art from Simone Ragazzoni. 40
pages for $7.99

Save Yourself! #1 (of 4): Magical Girls Aoe,
Thel and Gen are aliens that burst onto the
scene five years ago when they saved Earth
from a surprise attack! Since then they’ve been
idolized as superheroic pop icons. But Gigi,
whose brother died as a bystander in one of

their blow out fights, sees something that
causes her to question what everyone thought
they knew about the trio. Written by Bones
Leopard with art from Kelly & Nichole
Matthews. 32 pages for $4.99

Dark Horse
Imogen of the Wyrding Way: One shot.
While on a job in Denmark, Imogen hears
some odd news: hundreds of refugees fleeing
from Nazis are traveling into the nearby forest
and never returning. Helping a young man find
his family will bring her face-to-face with some
of the worst that war inflicts on those in need,
and makes her question what she’s truly
fighting for. Written by Mike Mignola &
Christopher Golden with art from Paul
Bergting. 32 pages for $3.99

The Secret Land #1 (of 4): Hitler is dead. Ben
fights in the war with the reckless heroism of
someone who believes his fiancee was killed
in action, but she (Katherine) in fact lives
undercover and will soon arrive at the Third
Reich’s last bastion. Written by Christofer
Emgard with art from Tomas Aira. 32 pages
for $3.99

The Worst Dudes #1 (of 5): A dirty cop,
drugged up back-up dancer and an angsty
adolescent god (aka the worst freakin’ people
in the universe) are teaming up to find a
missing pop star. Follow along to see how that
goes. Written by Aubrey Sitterson with art
from Tony Gregori. 32 pages for $3.99

DC Entertainment
Batman: Reptilian #1: What strikes fear into
the hearts of those who terrorize Gotham? It
was once Batman, but something far more
frightening than a mere man stalks the
shadows--and it’s after Gotham’s villains!
Written by Garth Ennis with art from Liam
Sharp. 32 pages for $3.99

Crush & Lobo #1 (of 8): Crush is doing fine,
thank you very much. Sure, she quit the Teen
Titans...and yeah, her relationship with Katie
is kinda on the rocks...oh, and Lobo is in space
jail. Okay! Geez! Maybe she’s going through
a lot right now. But she doesn’t need to, like,
do anything about it, like confront her dad or
anything, because everything is FINE! Written
by Mariko Tamaki with art from Amancay
Nahuelpan. 32 pages for $3.99

DC Pride #1: 2021 and it’s DC’s first ever
queer-centered anthology. Remarkable.

Anyway, you know what this is, get hyped!

Lost on Planet Earth: It’s 2381 and Basil
Miranda is ready to graduate and do exactly
what she’s always planned: work on a primo
assignment on the best ship in the fleet
alongside her best friend in the world. The final
Fleet Exam is tomorrow...but...is this actually
what she wants? And why hasn’t she ever
considered another option before? Written by
Magdalene Visaggio with art from Claudia
Aguirre. 136 pages for $19.99

Parasomnia #1 (of 4): After his son
disappears, a broken man braves a nightmarish
dreamscape in order to find him and battle the
ruthless cult that seeks to rule the land of
dreams as the barrier between realities starts to
collapse. Written by Cullen Bunn with art from
Andrea Mutti. 32 pages for $3.99
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There will probably be some cool variants, so
be sure to look into them if you’re interested.
Writing from Tynion, Tamaki, Steve Orlando,
Vita Ayala, Sina Grace etc. and art from Amy
Reeder, Trung le Nguyen, Klaus Janson, Ro
Stein, Sophie Campbell, and more. 80 pages
for $9.99

Green Arrow 80th Anniversary 100-Page
Super Spectacular #1: All new adventures of
the Emerald Archer, babyyyyy. If you are a
variant collector, please look into the different
decade variants and let us know ASAP if you
want one! Writing from Jeff Lemire, Ben
Percy, Mariko Tamaki, Ram V and so many
more with art from Mike Grell, Andrea
Sorrentino, Phil Hester, and way way more. 96
pages for $9.99

Event Leviathan: Checkmate #1: The Event
Leviathan team returns to bring you the second
arc of the crazy universe of Leviathan. Written
by Brian Michael Bendis with art from Alex
Maleev. 32 pages for $3.99.

Infinite Frontier #1 (of 6): After the events
of Dark Knights: Death Metal, most everything
was returned to normal. Alan Scott, Green
Lantern of the JLA, knows some of their allies
are still MIA, so he must find them. Written by
Joshua Williamson with art from Xermanico.
40 pages for $4.99

Infinite Frontier: Secret Files #1: Get the
lowdown on all the characters of the Infinite
Frontier! The original Green Lantern’s
children, Jade & Obsidian; Psycho-Pirate;
President Superman; Roy Harper; and the
Totality? Written by Joshua Williamson,
Brandon Thomas, Stephanie Phillips & Dan

Red Flowers HC: Tsuge’s newest book ranges
from deep character studies to personal
reflections to ensemble comedies set in hotels
and bathhouses of rural Japan. Written &
drawn by Yoshiharu Tsuge. 284 pages for
$24.95

Editions Tanibis
Dope Rider: A Fistful of Delirium: After a
30 year hiatus, Kirchner is back with the
adventures of his iconic, bony stoner hero who
first appeared in 1975. He’s still getting stoned,
chasing metaphysical dragons through
whimsical realities in meticulously illustrated
and colorful one-page adventures. Written &
drawn by Paul Kirchner. 128 pages for $32

Fantagraphics
Celestia: Following the “Great Invasion,”
some survivors took refuge on a small concrete
island called Celestia, an outpost for criminals,
misfits, and a group of young telepaths. Two
of them set sail for the mainland where they
discover adults preserving the “old world” as
prisoners of their own fortresses. Written &
drawn by Manuele Fior. 272 pages for $29.99

Watters with art from Inaki Miranda, Valentine
de Landro, Stephen Byrne, & more. 80 pages
for $9.99

The Nice House on the Lake #1 (of 12):
Everyone kinda knows Walter, at least a lil.
During the hardest year of their lives, nobody
was going to turn down his invitation to an
astonishingly beautiful house in the woods
overlooking an enormous Sylvan Lake. Why
not put up with his weird nicknames for a
lovely vacation with friends? What could go
wrong? Written by Tynion with art from
Alvaro Martinez Bueno. 32 pages for $3.99

Supergirl: Woman of Tomorrow #1 (of 8):
Kara Zor-El finds her life with little meaning
or purpose. Everywhere she goes, people only
see her as Superman’s cousin. But she’s finally
given a mission when an alien girl seeks her
out for help getting revenge: her world was
destroyed, and the men who did it are still out
there. Now a Kryptonian, a dog and an angry
child head into space on a journey that will
shake them to their core. Written by Tom King
with art from Bilquis Evely. 32 pages for $4.99

Wonder Woman: Black & Gold #1 (of 6):
An anthology series about your favorite
Amazonian goddess (sorry not Nubia :( )
Writing from John Arcudi, Amy Reeder,
Becky Cloonan, AJ Mendez, & Nadia
Shammas with art from Ryan Sook, Amy
Reeder, Becky Cloonan, Ming Doyle, &
Morgan Beem. 40 pages for $5.99

Drawn & Quarterly
Night Bus HC: A blend of autobiography,
horror and fantasy into a vibrantly detailed
surreal world. Nature infringes upon the man-
made world via gigantism and explosive
abundance. Written & drawn by Zuo Ma. 360
pages for $29.95
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Farewell, Brindavoine: Tardi’s first solo
work! Set in Paris in 1914, a strange old man
visits Lucien Brinvadoine’s flat and implores
him to seek his destiny in Istanbul. The man is
murdered the moment the words leave his lips,
kicking off a madcap adventure! Written &
drawn by Jacques Tardi. 64 pages for $19.99

:01 First Second Books
Jukebox: A jukebox, old vinyl records and
cryptic notes on music history are Shaheen’s
only clues to her father’s abrupt disappearance.
She looks to her cousin, Tannaz, who seems
just as perplexed, until the jukebox suddenly
pulls them from their era and transports them
to another time! Written & drawn by Nidhi
Chanani. 224 pages for $14.99

My Own World: Nathan is always home
alone. With only his vivid imagination, he
creates worlds and hideaways just for himself
with no siblings or bullies to bother him. When
he finds a real portal to another world, will he
finally find happiness? Or will loneliness be
waiting for him there, too? Written & drawn
by Mike Holmes. 240 pages for $12.99

Floating World Comics
Hyperthick #1: Dead inside, hair on the blink,
house tornado liquidizing the furniture...a fab
new rectangle from Steve Aylett! Written &
drawn by Steve Aylett. 32 pages for $5.99

Graphix
The Girl From the Sea: 15 year old Morgan
can’t wait to escape the perfect little island
where she lives, her sad divorced mom, volatile
little brother, and her group of friends. One
night a mysterious girl named Keltie saves her
from drowning, and suddenly life doesn’t feel

It’s up to her to face that scary thing and
unravel the mystery of the Glim and the Glums.
Written & drawn by India Swift. 128 pages for
$12.99

Image Comics
Compass #1 (of 5): Shahidah El-Amin is many
things: scholar, cartographer, astronomer,
adventurer, and two-fisted fighter! Setting out
from Baghdad’s legendary House of Wisdom
during the Islamic Golden Age, her quest
brings her to 13th century Britain where the
Welsh are
whispered to
possess the
secret of
eternal life.
But of
course, she’s
not the only
one after it...
Written by
R o b e r t
Mackenzie &
Dave Walker
with art from
J u s t i n
Greenwood.
32 pages for
$3.99

Jim Lives: The Mystery of the Lead Singer
of the Doors and the 27 Club: The story of a
man searching for his son, a correspondent for
a popular American newspaper, who vanished
into thin air after sending one last message:
“Jim Morrison isn’t dead.” The second chapter
in the musical conspiracy trilogy of “Paul is
Dead.” Written by Paolo Baron with art from
Ernesto Carbonetti. 136 pages for $16.99

Kane & Able: A summer dump cake of
genre-busting mischief and masked mayhem

quite so stifling. But nothing is quite so simple,
and secrets abound in this queer YA romance.
Written & drawn by Molly Ostertag. 256 pages
for $14.99

Miles Morales: Shock Waves: After a
devastating earthquake hits his mother’s
birthplace of Puerto Rico, Miles springs into
action to start a fundraiser. But soon after a new
student’s father goes missing, and Miles starts
to draw some connections between the
disappearance and the giant corporation
sponsoring his fundraiser... Written by Justin
A. Reynolds with art from Pablo Leon. 128
pages for $12.99

IDW
The Girl & the Glim: Starting at a new school
always sucks, and Bridgette already struggles
with first impressions. But there’s something
dark and scary, that somehow only she can see.
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in an oversized anthology of never-before-
published strips! For fans of humorous
macabre. Written & drawn by Shaky Kane &
Krent Able. 72 pages for $12.99

The Six Sidekicks of Trigger Keaton #1: The
world’s most unlikeable action star has been
found dead! His TV sidekicks need to solve
the mystery, but it’s hard to catch a murderer
when practically everyone hates the victim.
Will they survive the stuntman war?! Written
by Kyle Starks with art from Chris Schweizer.
32 pages for $3.99

Vinyl #1 (of 6): Walter is a serial killer and his
best friend, an FBI agent charged with his
capture, has been kidnapped by a death cult of
sunflower farmers. Somehow it’s up to Walter
to save him, and meet monsters as horrific as
his own on the way. Written by Doug Wagner
with art from Daniel Hillyard. 32 pages for
$3.99

Kokila
The Legend of Auntie Po: 1885: The racial
tumult in the years following the Chinese
Exclusion Act
weigh heavily
on 13 year old
Mei’s mind, but
she focuses
intently on her
work at the
Sierra Nevada
logging camp
and telling the
local children
stories about
Paul Bunyan,
reinvented as
Auntie Po, an

Jason Aaron with art from Ed McGuinness. 56
pages for $5.99

Marvel’s Voices: Pride #1: 2021 and it’s
Marvel’s first ever queer-centered anthology.
Remarkable. Anyway, you know what this is,
get hyped! There will probably be some cool
variants, so be sure to look into them if you’re
interested. Writing from Kieron Gillen,
Anthony Oliviera, Steve Orlando, Tini
Howard, Mariko Tamaki, etc. and art from
Javier Garron, Kris Anka, Brittney Williams,
Paulina Ganucheau, Jethro Morales, and more.
88 pages for $9.99

elderly Chinese matriarch. She navigates the
difficult politics of the lumber camp work and
her growing romantic feelings for her friend,
Bee, finding the in between of holding on to
cultural traditions and staking out their home
in a new country. Written & drawn Shing Yin
Khor. 304 pages for $12.99

Magnetic Press
Frank Pe’s Little Nemo: Winsor McCay’s
classic comic character, Little Nemo, is given
brand new life through a collection of
beautiful, whimsical adventures! Written &
drawn by Frank Pe. 80 pages for $19.99

Marvel
Gamma Flight #1 (of 5): Spinning out of
Ewing’s Immortal Hulk series, Bruce’s
gamma-powered allies go on the run after
abandoning their original mission to destroy
him. Written by Gerry Duggan & Crystal
Frasier with art from Lan Medina. 32 pages for
$3.99

Heroes Reborn one shots: American
Knights #1 (Paul Grist with art from
Christopher Allen), Marvel Double Action #1
(Tim Seeley with art from Dan Jurgens),
Night-Gwen #1 (Vita Ayala with art from
Farid Karami), Squadron Savage #1 (Ethan
Sacks with art from Luca Pizzari),Weapon X
& Final Flight #1 (Ed Brisson with art from
Roland Boschi)  All are 40 pages for $4.99

Heroes Return #1: One shot. An epic,
oversize slugfest between the Squadron
Supreme and an otherworldly group of
Avengers for the final fate of the whacked-out
world of HEROES REBORN!   Written by
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Comix Experience Onomatopoeia is published
monthly by Comix Experience, and is based (very
loosely) on the original design by Larry Young. Then
I fucked it up. Completely free if you pick it up
in-store, but if you want us to mail it to you, hey, be
a cool cat and send us $10 for the year. All contents
are copyright and (tm) their actual owners, except
the stuff that’s not, which belongs to us. Brian still
hasn’t learned how to do captions properly, so go
right ahead and conclude that if you see a picture
of Superman, it doesn’t belong to us. This isn’t
exactly rocket science, afterall.. Frickin’ lawyers.
Your comments, accolades, and harsh criticism is
always sought, but what the hell are you reading
this little type for anyway? Are you really that
bored? Shouldn’t you be reading a comic? I mean,
really!

ONOMATOPOEIA
1. The naming of a thing or

action by a vocal imitation of
the sound associated with it .

2. The use of words whose
sound suggests the sense .
3. The only magazine that

goes snap, crackle and pop!!

COMIX EXPERIENCE IS:
Brian Hibbs
Tony Guzman
Zoe Hu
Katt Kelly
Julien Letham
Nathan McMaster

Comix Experience
305 Divisadero Street

(at Page)
SF CA, 94117
(415) 863-9258

and
Comix Experience Outpost
2381 Ocean Ave.

        (at San Leandro)
SF CA, 94127
(415) 239-2669

e-Mail:
brian@comixexperience.com

Planet-Size X-Men #1: The Hellfire Gala
rages on, but bigger things are afoot a world
away. Written by Gerry Duggan with art from
Pepe Larraz. 48 pages for $4.99

Predator #1: In the near future, a young girl
watches as her family is slaughtered by the
most feared hunter in the universe: a Predator.
Years later, though her ship is barely holding
together and food is running short, Theta won’t
stop stalking the spaceways until the monster
who killed her family is dead.. Written by Ed
Brisson with art from Kev Walker. 40 pages
for $4.99

The United States of Captain America #1
(of 5): The shield has been stolen, so Steve
Rogers and Sam Wilson must set out on a road
trip across the states to chase down the thief.
On the way they find all the Captains, every
day people from all walks of life who’ve taken
up the mantle of Captain America to defend
their communities, soon finding out the thief
wants them all dead. Written by Christopher
Cantwell & Josh Trujillo with art from Dale
Eaglesham & Jan Bazaldua. 40 pages for $4.99

Oni Press
Cheer Up: Love and Pompoms: Annie and
Bebe were best friends as kids, but grew apart
in high school. Annie is smart, antisocial and
a lesbian, pressured to join the cheerleading
squad to make friends and round out college
applications. Bebe is a people-pleasing trans
girl who must keep her parents happy to
maintain their support of her transition.
Through the rigors of squad training, the two
rekindle a friendship they’d lost and discover
there may be other, sweeter feelings springing
between them... Written by Crystal Frasier with
art from Val Wise. 128 pages for $14.99

Pax Samson Vol. 1: The Cookout: 12 year
old Pax Samson is a hero when it comes to
testing recipes and supplying copious amounts
of Dragon Noodle Soup at family cookouts.
It’s tough, though, being a master chef when
the rest of his family are world-famous
superheroes that expect him to follow in their
footsteps with his telekinetic powers. When old
villains resurface, he must choose his path!
Written & drawn by Rashad Doucet. 200 pages
for $14.99

Scout
Darling #1: While all of New York City is
enveloped in the zeitgeist of a missing 8 year
old girl, loveable anti-hero Francis Darling
accidentally stumbles onto the machinations
behind her kidnapping and the drug war that
ensues. His strange and inconceivable journey
brings us uncomfortably close to NYC’s most
crooked, deviant, irredeemable characters that
can only be extricated from the drug-addled
guilty conscience of a failing brain. Written by

Michael Fleizach & Todd Hunt with art from
Dave Mims. 32 pages for $3.99

Simon & Schuster
Wake: The Hidden History of Women-Led
Slave Revolts: Besides Harriet Tubman, slave
revolt narratives tend to focus on the men.
Historian Rebecca Hall looks deeper into the
history and finds the less-spoken-of women
without whom history would have taken
different turns. Written by Rebecca Hall with
art from Hugo Martinez. 208 pages for $26

Vault Comics
Barbaric #1: Owen the barbarian has been
cursed to do good with what remind of his life.
His weapon, Axe, is his moral compass with a
drinking problem. Together they wander the
realm, foredoomed to help any who seek
assistance. But the one thing he hates more
than a life with rules? Witches. Written by
Michael Moreci with art from Nathan Gooden.
32 pages for $3.99
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Fantagraphics
Celestia (Manuele Fior)
Farewell, Brindavoine (Tardi)

:01 FirstSecond Books
Jukebox GN
My Own World GN

Floating World Comics
Hyperthick

Graphix
The Girl From The Sea GN
Miles Morales: Shockwaves GN

IDW
The Girl & The Glim GN

Image Comics
Compass (of 5)
Jim Lives
Kane & Able
Six Sidekicks of Trigger Keaton
Vinyl (of 6)
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Kokila
The Legend of Auntie Po GN

Magnetic Press
Frank Pe’s Little Nemo GN

Marvel
Gamma Flight (of 5)
HR: American Knights
HR: Marvel Double Feature
HR: Night-Gwen
HR: Squadron Savage
HR: Weapon X & Final Flight
Heroes Return
Marvel’s Voices: Pride
Planet-Size X-Men
Predator
The United States of Captain America (of 5)

Oni Press
Cheer Up: Love & Pompoms GN
Pax Sampson: The Cookout GN

Scout
Darling

Simon & Schuster
Wake: The Hidden History of Women-Led

    Slave Revolts

Vault Comics
Barbaric

Anything we missed?  Add Here!
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